
 
 
 
Drop the Shame by Ryan Fontaine 
 
Although rewarding and often filled with moments of joy, adoption is not without difficulty.  A 
common concern we hear when we speak with families is feeling a lack of connection with their 
adopted child compared to the bond with their other children, adopted or biological.  However, 
while many parents feel this sense of disconnection, it is often not discussed.  This likely stems 
from several different places, including difficulty confronting such a reality – verbalizing it might 
feel like failing and bring up feelings of guilt or shame.  It is crucial to normalize such emotions 
as a normative part of the adoption process, recognizing that the lack of connection may wax 
and wane over time and does not imply defeat as an adoptive parent.   
  
When we consider our relationships with others in our lives, it is generally easy to identify with 
whom we feel strongly connected, likely our partners, best friends, and close family members.  
Additionally, we know with whom we do not prefer to spend time, who we feel less close, and 
what qualities we do not appreciate in others.  For most, thinking about this will not bring up 
negative emotions.  We know that we cannot expect to like everyone or for everyone to like us.   
With our children, there is an unspoken expectation that we should like them despite behaviors 
or qualities we may not enjoy.  Children are different.  We love them differently than other 
people in our lives, but the relationship is impacted in the same ways – off-putting behaviors 
disrupt connections.  When we add behavioral concerns into the relationship, it can make 
things feel more complex.  You might find that you spend so much time managing behavior that 
you have less time for the more rewarding aspects of parenting that help build strong bonds.   
  
It is entirely realistic to struggle with enjoying one of your children at any given moment or 
even for chunks of time, and this does not lessen our commitment to them or the love we have 
for them.  It is important to remember that just as our relationship with ANYONE we spend 
time with is different, so is our relationship be with our children.  The activities we enjoy with 
one child may differ from what brings about a connection with another.  Some children thrive 
on a physical connection (the child likes to snuggle and read with you), while other relationships 
are built on quality time and activities (it is the most fun to play sports with this child).  Just as 
each child is different, each relationship SHOULD have its qualities and specialness, and we can 
strengthen relationships by honoring those differences.  
  
Before working on relationships with our children, we must work on our feelings about our 
journey as a parent.  Often, the difficulties we experience with a child trigger something within 
us that requires processing.  It can be helpful to spend some time considering WHY you are less 
connected with this child, asking questions such as:  
 



Why am I bothered explicitly by this child or their behavior? 
 

Do other people feel similarly about this child, or does the difficulty lie with me? 
 

What does this child’s behavior bring up for me now? 
 
After giving space to work through the WHY, we encourage you to reflect on what this child 
needs from a caregiver and identifying if those are things you can provide.  It may be 
overwhelming to believe that you are not enough for this child, that they need something more 
or different than you can offer as a parent.  However, adoptive parents are experts at 
supporting and connecting to resources and identifying other ways for this child to get what 
they need may be what works best for both of you. 
 
One way to navigate a lack of connection as a parent is to be very intentional about your time 
with any children with whom you feel a weaker bond.  Make sure to carve out special time to 
spend with this child doing things that will be the least triggering of problematic behaviors so 
that the experience can be rewarding for both you and the child.  We recommend spending 
time on your own reflecting on what all your children bring to the table.  Expect this to be more 
difficult with the children who have more struggles – remember it is harder to see strengths 
when the maladaptive behaviors are so “in your face.” Then, work on finding ways to promote 
each child’s strengths.  This exercise will benefit the child and may change your view of who the 
child is, positively impacting your relationship.  Remember that we may not ever feel the same 
bond with one child as we do with another, which is normal.  Sometimes, giving a child a safe, 
loving home is the best we can offer because of their attachment difficulties.  Still, it is crucial to 
demonstrate a commitment to their lives in whatever capacity makes the most sense for the 
child and your family.  
 
Finally, be honest with yourself about your feelings.  Hiding from feelings causes a barrier to 
addressing those emotions, and how we feel is a reality and nothing to be ashamed of.  Shame 
and guilt are taught emotions versus innate emotions like happiness, sadness, or fear.  In US 
cultures, we are raised to feel guilt and shame about many events, while in other cultures, 
those same experiences do not bring up these feelings.  Our family culture and societal 
messages help us learn these taught emotions.  Therefore, if guilt and shame are taught 
emotions that come from family culture and societal messages, we have control over those 
feelings, even if those feelings feel out of control.  We can change our internal learned scripts 
from “I feel bad about this” to “This is a feeling I have; I see it and accept it, and I am working to 
manage it.” We must be comfortable with our feelings before we try to improve relationships 
with others.   
 
The journey of adoption is multifaceted and boundless.  Often when we feel like we have it 
“figured out,” we encounter a new hurdle to overcome.  Both adoptive parents and their 
children are resilient and well equipped to manage all the challenges that influence our 
connection and bonding.  On the worst days, promote safety, and surround each other with 
love on the best days.  It may never be easy, but it will allow you and your child to grow! 


